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Introduction.

New Wave Display specializes in all types of graphic design. 
Our expertise includes logo design, poster design, packaging 
design, various types of artwork, marketing materials and 
corporate trademarks among others.

GRAPHIC DESIGNING



PORTABLE 
DISPLAY.
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Ultra pop up - ICA Ortho Services Pte Ltd

Layout design for ultra pop up system

System: 
- 3×3 Curve ultra pop up
- 1 x Big transportation case



Ultra pop up - Civil Aviation Authority of  Singapore

Design for 3 x 3 curve ultra pop up system
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Design for 3 x 3 curve dynamic plus pop up system

Dynamic Plus pop up is the latest and economical choice for our pop up range. It comes with 5 years 
warranty on frame and magnetic bars, giving our client a peace of mind. We have match the pop up 
with a hardy and good size transportation case that can fit in most small car boot. There are add on 
accessories of LED spotlights, wrap around print & a folding table top.

Dynamic plus pop up system
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Layout design for ISOframe wave

ISOframe Wave Use as a basic display wall…add more modules…and build a 
complete exhibition stand. ISO frame Wave is idea for small and medium 
sized exhibition booth where total flexibility is paramount. The different 
display modules give you all the functions and applications needed to set-up 
a fully equipped stand. Flex the entire Wave wall into the shape you need at 
each venue, extend or reduce as required – all thanks to the unique and 
patented Flexi-Wave Link.

System: 
- 6 x Wave with graphic module
- 1 x TV module with counter

TV module
 Wave with 

graphic module

ISOframe wave - Optimax Global Pte Ltd
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Design for 8FT Curve Tension Fabric Backdrop

Tension Fabric Backdrop
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System: 
- 3 x Wave with graphic module
- 1 x Expo case

ISOframe wave - Killick Aerospace

Design for ISOfame wave

Design for Expo case

Expo case  Wave with 
graphic module
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Design for cruise roll up banner

System: 
- 850mm W cruise roll up banner

Roll up banner - Ang Chin Moh Funeral Directors
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Design for cruise roll up banner

System: 
- 850mm W cruise roll up banner

Roll up banner -Future-Moves Group Pte.Ltd
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Design for standard promotion counter

Q.B. Food Trading Pte Ltd

Another affordable deal, the Standard Promotion Counter 
unit assembles into a robust, light weight counter. Easy set 
up and dismantle within minutes. Extremely cost effective 
for promotional usage. 
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Design for Air Volution Furniture

Air Couch

Air Ottoman

Air Volution Furniture

Air Volution Furniture is the new age inflatable display which offer personalized brand 
printing. Air Volution furniture suits all event, roadshows & tradeshow. It is easily set up 
with either a hand pump or electric pump. Printing on polyester material is easily 
changeable using back the same inflatable structure. Inflate and deflate within minutes, 
set up have never been easier!
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RETAIL /

OFFICE.
Layout Design for flexile rack

System: 
- 1301B-50401

Flexile rack - Vitakids pte ltd
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Custom made flexile rack

Flexile rack 
- AO&N Distribution
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3D & Graphic Design for Metal POS Stand

System: 
- Metal POS stand

Metal POS Stand
 - Ardex Singapore Pte. Ltd
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EXHIBITION

DISPLAY.

RENTAL.

6x 3 Booth design to fabrication for our client SCC Food Manufacturing Sdn. Bhd. at 
FHA 2016. 

Portable display system being used:
- Fab frame system
- Flexile counter

SCC FOOD MANUFACTURING SDN BHD

Booth Design for

Layout plan

We provide layout plans and renderings, ensuring proper execution of your concept. 
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Design for Fab frame system

3D Rendering

Fab Frame System is a configurative system that could be assembled in various ways. 
Varies from 1 meter standalone panel or 3 meters ensemble to suit your needs.

System: 
- Fab Frame System (3m L x 2.43m HT) with Graphic 
- Graphic is printed on high quality lightweight fabric 
- Flexile counter with print
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Ang Chin Moh Funeral Directors

Concept design for

永
懷

Theme: 永懷
“Forget Me Not Flower” as the main theme
 of event

What Does the Forget Me Not Flower Mean?
True and undying love
Remembrance during partings or after death
A connection that lasts through time
Fidelity and loyalty in a relationship, despite 
separation or other challenges
Reminders of your favourite memories or time 
together with another person

勿忘我由英文名称Forget-me-not直译过来。
勿忘我本身有“永恒”的意味；
虽然外貌似纸花，但却历来视为“花中情种”，
故亦有人称之为不凋花，亦称为相思草青年男女互
赠勿忘我，以表达深切情意。
而且将勿忘我制成干花后，颜色长久不褪

Brochure design
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System: 
- R8 Exhibition panel system
- R8 Registration counter
- Wooden backdrop

Layout plan & 3D drawing for Registration booth
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Singapore Healthcare Management 2017

Concept Design for

Website banner design
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System: 
- 12ft X 42ft Wooden backdrop with PVC print

Design for wooden backdrop
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System: 
- R8 special round counter

Graphic for R8 special round counter Superimpose for R8 special round counter R8 special round counter set up

Design for R8 special round counter
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www.facebook.com/newwavedisplaytm

T : +65 6262 2190

#01-08 Singapore 737853

A : 11 Woodlands Close

CONTACT

www.instagram.com/new_wave_display


